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NOTICE 

• This instrument generates, uses, and can radiate the energy of radio frequency and, if not installed and used in 
accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to the environment, especially radio 
communications. 

• The following actions must be avoided without prior written permission from JEOL Ltd. or its subsidiary company 
responsible for the subject (hereinafter referred to as "JEOL"): modifying the instrument; attaching products other than 
those supplied by JEOL; repairing the instrument, components and parts that have failed, such as replacing pipes in the 
cooling water system, without consulting your JEOL service office; and adjusting the specified parts that only field 
service technicians employed or authorized by JEOL are allowed to adjust, such as bolts or regulators which need to be 
tightened with appropriate torque. Doing any of the above might result in instrument failure and/or a serious accident. If 
any such modification, attachment, replacement or adjustment is made, all the stipulated warranties and preventative 
maintenances and/or services contracted by JEOL or its affiliated company or authorized representative will be void. 

• The term of warranty on the instrument shall be 12 months after acceptance inspection at delivery to you on the premise 
that the product should be used in the normal operating conditions specified in this instruction manual. If the product is 
repaired within the term of warranty, the time required for repair shall not be added to the term of warranty. 

• We shall perform troubleshooting on the instrument according to the condition, contents, and other information of the 
trouble. When a failure occurs within the term of warranty and the product has been used in the specified operating 
conditions, we shall repair the product free of charge if we recognize that the cause of the failure is attributable to our 
responsibility. In the other cases, the product shall be repaired with charge. 

• When we judges that a failure of the instrument should be repaired on our responsibility, we shall replace the product 
with an alternative one or repair it free of charge. We shall hold the right of choice in this case. Even if a failure occurs 
within the term of warranty, the product shall be repaired with charge in the following cases. 

 1. The cause of a failure is attributable to improper handling or storage on your side or the software or 
hardware installed on your side. 

 2. A failure is caused by modifying our product on your side. 

 3. A failure is caused in the product which has been partly modified according to the specifications 
submitted by you that are different from our specifications. 

 4. Wear is caused by your operating conditions. 

 5. Proper maintenance is omitted. 

 6. The product has been destructed or failed by natural disasters (earthquake, lightning, fire, storm and 
flood, etc.). 

 7. We admit that the cause is not attributable to our responsibility. 

• Regardless of the term of warranty, the indemnity for damage or loss of devices or machines other than our product on 
your side that is attributable to a failure of our product shall be exempted from our warranty. A warranty for the liability 
for manufacturing and maintenance of the equipment that was delivered to you 10 years or more ago shall also be 
exempted from our warranty. 

• Replacement parts for maintenance of the instrument functionality and performance are retained and available for seven 
years from the date of installation. Thereafter, some of those parts may be available for a certain period of time, and in 
this case, an extra service charge may be applied for servicing with those parts. Please contact your JEOL service office 
for details before the period of retention has passed. 

• In order to ensure safety in the use of this instrument, the customer is advised to attend to daily maintenance and 
inspection. In addition, JEOL strongly recommends that the customer have the instrument thoroughly checked up by 
field service technicians employed or authorized by JEOL, on the occasion of replacement of expendable parts, or at the 
proper time and interval for preventative maintenance of the instrument. Please note that JEOL will not be held 
responsible for any instrument failure and/or serious accident occurred with the instrument inappropriately controlled or 
managed for the maintenance. 

• After installation or delivery of the instrument, if the instrument is required for the relocation whether it is within the 
facility, transportation, resale whether it is involved with the relocation, or disposition, please be sure to contact your 
JEOL service office. If the instrument is disassembled, moved or transported without the supervision of the personnel 
authorized by JEOL, JEOL will not be held responsible for any loss, damage, accident or problem with the instrument. 
Operating the improperly installed instrument might cause accidents such as water leakage, fire, and electric shock. 

   



• The information described in this manual, and the specifications and contents of the software described in this manual 
are subject to change without prior notice due to the ongoing improvements made in the instrument. 

• Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this instruction manual provide all necessary information on 
the basic operation of the instrument and are correct. However, if you find any missing information or errors on the 
information described in this manual, please advise it to your JEOL service office. 

• In no event shall JEOL be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages, or any other 
damages of any kind, including but not limited to loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising out of or in any way 
connected with the use of the information contained in this manual or the software described in this manual. Some 
countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above may not apply to you. 

• This manual and the software described in this manual are copyrighted, all rights reserved by JEOL and/or third-party 
licensors. Except as stated herein, none of the materials may be copied, reproduced, distributed, republished, displayed, 
posted or transmitted in any form or by any means, including, but not limited to, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of JEOL or the respective copyright owner. 

• When this manual or the software described in this manual is furnished under a license agreement, it may only be used 
or copied in accordance with the terms of such license agreement. 

© Copyright 2004 JEOL Ltd. 

• In some cases, this instrument, the software, and the instruction manual are controlled under the “Foreign Exchange and 
Foreign Trade Control Law” of Japan in compliance with international security export control. If you intend to export 
any of these items, please consult JEOL. Procedures are required to obtain the export license from Japan’s government. 

 

TRADEMARK 

• Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

• All other company and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 

 

MANUFACTURER 

JEOL Ltd.  
1-2, Musashino 3-chome, Akishima, Tokyo 196-8558 Japan 
Telephone: 81-42-543-1111   
Facsimile: 81-42-546-3353 
URL: http://www.jeol.co.jp 

 

Note: For servicing and inquiries, please contact your JEOL service office. 
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1156, Nakagami-cho, Akishima, Tokyo 196-0022 Japan 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

For the proper use of the instrument, be sure to read the following safety precautions 
prior to starting operation or maintenance. They contain important information related to 
safety. Contact your JEOL service office whenever you are unclear about any operation 
or maintenance. 

The signs for safety precautions and their meanings used in this instruction manual are as 
follows: 

 WARNING: A potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could re-
sult in death or serious injury. 

 CAUTION: A potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could re-
sult in minor or moderate injury. Also could mean a potentially 
hazardous situation which could result in serious damage to facili-
ties and acquired data. 

Use the instrument in a proper manner and within the scope of the purposes and usage 
contained in the brochures and instruction manuals. Never make modifications such as 
removing protective parts, exchanging component parts, and defeating safety measures. 

Be sure to read the “Safety Precautions” given in the instruction manuals of the optional 
attachments for information about the attachments of this instrument. 

 

 WARNINGS  

• Turn off the power switch of the power supply and make sure that the power is 
shut off, before performing inspection, repair, maintenance or other activities in 
the evaporation chamber, which is equipped with the electron beam gun. In 
addition, if possible, turn off the switch on the distribution board. Working with 
the power on could result in electric shock. 

• Turn off the power switch of the power supply and make sure that the power is 
shut off, before touching the electron beam gun. In addition, if possible, turn 
off the switch on the distribution board. Touching the electron beam gun with 
the power switch on could result in electric shock. 

• Properly ground the electron beam gun and the crucible you want to use when 
installing them. Insufficient grounding could damage the electron beam gun, or 
result in electric shock. 

• Be sure to ground the evaporation chamber, which is equipped with the elec-
tron beam gun. Failure to do so could damage the electron beam gun, or re-
sult in electric shock. 

• Do not perform maintenance, such as filament replacement, immediately after 
using the electron beam gun. Touching the electron beam gun right after using 
it could cause burns. 
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 CAUTIONS  

• Use the specified JEOL product for the power supply of the electron beam gun.  
Do not use any other product. Any damages resulting from the use of an un-
specified power supply are not covered by the warranty. 

• Install the electron beam gun in a place free from any magnetic field other 
than geomagnetism. An external magnetic field can affect the electron beam, 
preventing the electron beam gun from achieving the prescribed performance 
or damaging the electron beam gun or other parts. In particular, use nonmag-
netic materials for the evaporation chamber shutter. 

• It is necessary to shield the parts to which high voltage is applied from vapor 
atmosphere by covering them with a metal plate. Failure to do so might have 
an adverse effect on the deposited film or cause frequent discharges that 
could cause damage. 

• Set the pressure of the cooling water introduced into the electron beam gun to 
0.3 MPa or less. Applying a pressure higher than this value might cause water 
leakage or damage to the electron beam gun. 

• Irradiating a sample with the electron beam produces X-rays. Since a low ac-
celerating voltage of 10 kV or less is used, a normal evaporation chamber can 
sufficiently block them. However, for a special evaporation chamber, or when-
ever you deem it necessary, check for X-ray leakage to make sure that no 
X-ray escapes out of the evaporation chamber. 

• Other than the material to be deposited, do not place any magnetic material or 
anything magnetized near the electron beam gun. An external magnetic field 
caused by magnetic material might affect the electron beam, preventing the 
electron beam gun from achieving the prescribed performance, or damaging 
the electron beam gun or other parts. 

• Do not use magnetic material for the crucible you want to use. Using magnetic 
material might prevent the electron beam gun from achieving the prescribed 
performance, or damage the electron beam gun or other parts. 

• Do not install parts other than genuine JEOL parts on the electron beam gun.  
Doing so might degrade the performance or damage the electron beam gun or 
other parts. 
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〔Ⅰ〕General 

 This electron beam source is used for vacuum evaporation. It deflects a generated electron 
beam using a magnetic field, and then the deflected electron beam irradiates an evaporation 
material to heat and vaporize the material. By passing a direct current through the scan coils, 
you can move the electron-beam irradiation position. In addition, by passing an alternating 
current through the coils, you can enlarge the beam irradiation area. 
 This electron beam source features: a) high thermal efficiency because it directly heats the 
evaporation material, b) evaporation of materials of high melting point, and c) evaporation 
for many hours due to a long-life filament. 
 

Specifications 
 

1) Beam generation method:  Directly heated cathode 
2) Electron beam output:  Up to 10 kW (1.0 A at 10 kV) 
3) Accelerating voltage range:  –4 kV to –10 kV 

(When the electron beam source is installed on 
an iron chamber, in order to use the source at –6 
kV accelerating voltage, it is necessary to place 
nonmagnetic foots 20 mm or more in thickness, 
beneath the chamber.) 

4) Electron beam deflection angle: 270° 
                                    With combined use of permanent magnet and 

electromagnet 
5) Electron beam scan: 

   Spot position movement: Max. φ 50 mm (at –6 kV) 
   Scan width:  Max. φ 50 mm (at –6 kV) 
   X scan frequency: Max. 50 Hz 
   Y scan frequency: Max. 500 Hz 

6) Workable pressure:  7.0 × 10-2 to 5.0 × 10-5 Pa 
7) Cooling water:  5 L/min or more 

Water supply, water temperature 30 ℃ or less 
     Pressure difference: 0.15 to 0.3 MPa 
8) External dimensions:  177 (W) × 284 (D) × 130.5 (H) mm 
9) Weight:    Approximately 14 kg 
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〔Ⅱ〕Construction 

The electron beam source consists of the electron beam generator, the electron beam 
deflector and the electron beam scanning section. 
 The electron beam generator is of a diode type. It generates an electron beam by a filament 
and a Wehnelt (G38 grid) kept at a high negative potential (accelerating voltage) and an 
anode kept at a ground potential.  
 The electron beam deflector incorporates a set of permanent magnet and electromagnet, 
yokes and polepieces, which deflect the electron beam 270° and makes the deflected electron 
beam irradiate an evaporation material while maintaining an intended beam shape. 

The electron beam scanning section is of an electromagnetic type. It scans the electron 
beam irradiated onto the evaporation material with a X scan frequency of 50 Hz and a Y scan 
frequency of 500 Hz. 
 These sections are water cooled, in order to suppress temperature increase. 
 

Please note that the parts list and the assembly drawing of this electron beam source are 
described on pages later than 19. 

 
Fig. 1 
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〔Ⅲ〕Installation 

 
 Fasten the basic unit of the electron beam source to the base plate of the evaporation 
chamber using four M5 bolts. 
 This beam source does not include a hearth as a standard component. Provide a hearth 
which is designed to place the center of the evaporant at the standard position for electron 
beam irradiation shown in Fig. 2. 
 Recommended hearth 
  Diameter 35 mm in diameter 
  Depth  15 mm 
  Water-cooled copper hearth  
 In order to avoid the interference of the stainless-steel plate fastening screws for the beam 
source (hearth side) and the hearth, please note the following points: If the hearth is circular, 
separate the hearth at least 3 mm from the head of the beam source. In this case, the outside 
diameter of the hearth should be 800 mm or less. If the hearth is rectangular, separate the 
hearth at least 5 mm from the head of the beam source. 
 
 

Do not use a magnetic material for the hearth to use. If you use a magnetic material, the 
performance in the specifications might not be met or the electron beam source or other 
components might break. 

 

  Caution

 
 The evaporation chamber requires the following components. 
(1) High-voltage feedthrough terminal 
 10 kV (12 V between terminals), 40 A  2 
 (JEOL standard component BS-63050HV25GA 2) 
(2) Low-voltage feedthrough terminal 
 30 V, 3 A     1 
 (JEOL standard component BS-63010LV series  1) 
(3) Cooling water inlet 

Water supply: water temperature 30 ℃ or less 
5 L/min or more      2 
 
 

 Place the high-voltage feedthrough terminals as near the beam source as possible so that 
you can easily shield the high-voltage section. 
 When you connect the high-voltage feedthrough section, first remove the covers (G22, G21) 
(Fig. 3), next remove the bolts (G56) and the stopper (G58) (Fig. 4), and then remove the scan 
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coil case in the direction of the arrow (→) (Fig. 4). Then, connect two copper wires 3 mm or 
more in diameter from the high-voltage feedthrough terminals through the high-voltage lead 
plate (G43) (Fig. 5). These wires must be placed at a sufficient distance from other 
components. 

G58 G56 Scan coil case
G28 G22 G21

 
Fig. 3                                             Fig. 4 

 
G43

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             
Fig. 5 
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〔Ⅳ〕Operation 

 

(1) Degassing of filament 
When you use the filament for the first time, you have to pass a current through the 

filament and degas it. When the vacuum reaches 7.0 × 10-2 Pa or less, turn on only the 
filament switch on the operation panel. Then, turn the EMI volume from 0 to Max, by taking 
three minutes and keep this status for five minutes. After that, turn the EMI volume from 
Max to 0, and then turn it off. 
 
(2) Polarity of scan coils 

If you mistakenly wire the scan coil of the electron beam source, proper beam scanning 
cannot be done. Check to see if the wiring was done properly by the following two procedures. 

1) When you operate the electron beam source and turn the X position knob in the front of 
the operation panel, the electron beam moves to a line that connects the beam source 
(filament) and the hearth. (That is, when you turn the X position knob clockwise and the 
meter swings to the “＋” direction, the electron beam moves to the beam source (filament) 
side.) 

2) When you turn the Y position knob, the electron beam moves to the direction 
perpendicular to the X direction. (That is, when you turn the Y position knob clockwise 
and the meter swings to the “＋” direction, the electron beam moves to the right side of 
the hearth as seen from the beam source.) 

 
(3) Adjustment of electron beam irradiation position with variations of accelerating voltage 
 You can easily adjust the electron beam irradiation position with the DEF current of the 
electromagnet, so that the beam irradiates the target position exactly. 

If you change the accelerating voltage, the electromagnet enables you to easily position the 
electron beam. 

When you want to set the accelerating voltage, remove the blank panel in front of the 

operation panel (by removing two screws on the both ends of the panel), and then adjust the 

ACC ADJ (VR15) (Fig. 7). 

When you want to set the DEF current, adjust the XP BALANCE (VR10) (Fig. 7). 

Fig. 7

VR15 

ACC 
ADJ 

XP 
BALANCE 

VR10  
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List 1 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An example of a combination of the DEF voltages and offset voltages with accelerating 
voltage variations for the stainless-steel chamber is shown in List 1, provided that the hearth 
is placed at the standard position for electron beam irradiation. The combination of the DEF 
and offset voltages varies depending on the material of the chamber or the position of the 
hearth. For more details on setting the offset voltage, For setting the offset voltage, refer to 
Section 3-3 in the instruction manual for the JST-F SERIES Power Supplies. 
  If the deflection magnetic field is strengthened by magnetic adjustment, the beam spot 
becomes better (in terms of spot shape and spot diameter), but the scan area tends to become 
relatively narrow. To the contrary, if the deflection magnetic field is weakened, this leads to a 
relatively large spot diameter, but the large spot enables beam irradiation over a wider area. 
Thus, depending on the purpose of use (with an emphasis on the beam spot or the scan range), 
you can fully utilize the capabilities of the electron beam source by optimizing its working 
conditions. 

When you set the DEF current, first set this current to a higher current, and then turn the 
adjustment volume counterclockwise to set the appropriate current. 

 
 

Sometimes when you change the DEF current, the hysteresis of the electromagnet 
remains and the reproducibility of the beam position cannot be obtained. To prevent this 
phenomenon, when you change the DEF current, make sure that you turn off the power 
switch for the electron beam source. Then, turn on the power switch again to generate the 
beam. 

 

Accel. voltage 

(kV) 
DEF voltage 

(mV) 
Offset voltage 

(mV) 

4 438 0 
5 512 0 
6 580 0 
7 652 0 
8 738 0 
9 844 0 

10 1090 0 

Caution 
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〔Ⅴ〕Maintenance 

 
When you use the electron beam source for a long time, the insulator section and the 

high-voltage section gradually become contaminated. If you use the beam source while these 
sections are contamiated, an abnormal discharge might occur. Clean them at least once a 
week or every two weeks. Depending on the type of evaporant or the frequency of use, it is 
necessary to clean them more frequently. 

Use a Scotch-Bright pad or a wire brush for cleaning. When you use a wire brush, it should 
be made of brass so that any brush fragments do not adhere to the electromagnet. The use of 
a sandblast is restricted to the evaporation-preventing cover, because the use of the sandblast 
for other components might cause excessive wear on them. 
 Note that after cleaning the components, wash them with alcohol.  
 

Be careful so that the scourings produced by the wire brush do not fall inside the electron 
beam source. This might cause malfunction of the beam source. 
 

  Caution

(1) Cleaning anode
If the Wehnelt (G38 grid) surface and the anode are contaminated, an abnormal 

discharge might occur. Clean them periodically depending on the frequency of use. Use a 
Scotch-Bright pad or sandpaper for cleaning. Polish the Wehnelt (G38 grid) and the anode 
surfaces facing each other. To remove the anode, follow the procedures below. 

1. Remove the covers (G22, G21) (Fig. 3). 
2. Remove the cover (G23) (Fig. 8). 

G23 G28

3. Remove the bolts (G56) and slide the scan coil case in the direction of the arrow (→) (Fig. 
9). 

 
G56

Scan coil case

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8     Fig. 9 
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G42

 

G45 

4. When you remove the bolts (G45) (Fig. 10), you can remove the anode (G42) (Fig. 11). 
When you finish cleaning the anode (G42), before returning it to the original position, first 

vacuum the contamination produced by evaporation located on the attaching groove in the 
basic unit, using a cleaner. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 10                 Fig. 11 

 
(2) Cleaning grid assembly

To remove the grid assembly, first remove the covers (G22, G21) (Fig. 3). Next, slide the 
scan coil case (Fig. 12) and remove the bolts (G45). Then, you can remove the grid assembly 
(Fig. 13). 

G45 Grid assemblyG56
Scan coil case

Fig. 12     Fig. 13 
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While disassembling the grid assembly, clean the components by following the procedures 
below, step by step. 
 
Filament (G44) 
Loosen the bolts (G45) and extract the filament (G44) upward (Fig. 14). 
 
Wehnelt (G38 grid) & supporting electrode (G39 grid)
When you remove the bolts (G45), you can remove the Wehnelt (G38 grid) and the supporting 
electrode (G39 grid) (Fig. 15). 
Polish both the outside and the inside of the Wehnelt (G38 grid) cylinder for cleaning. 
Clean the top and side surfaces of the supporting electrode (G39 grid). Ion sputtering during 
evaporation wears the supporting electrode. Replace it with a new one before its shape 
changes with its edge becoming worn. This electrode is a consumable part. 
 

 

G39

G45

G38

 
 

G44

G45

    
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 14              Fig. 15       

 
Supports (G41) 
Remove the four bolts (G45) and the supports (G41). Polish the supports so that the groove 
where the filament was attached does not remain (Fig. 16). 
 
Insulator (G40) 
If the insulator (G40) becomes badly contaminated, remove the bolts (G45) and polish it. If 
the insulator has a crack in it, replace it with a new one (Fig. 16). 
 
Holders (G36, G37) 
Clean the contamination from the V groove using a Scotch-Bright pad. Note that if the 
surface of the V groove is badly worn, the filament will not attach properly, causing a problem. 
So, clean it with to the minimum extent (Fig. 16). 
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   Fig. 16   
 

To assemble the grid assembly, follow the procedures below. 
1. Align the insulator (G40) with the grooves of the holders (G36, G37) and fasten it to the 

holders using the bolts (G45). 
2. Lightly attach the left and right supports (G41) to the holders using the four bolts (G45). 
3. As shown in Fig. 17, position the supporting electrode (G39) so that the bottom surface of 

the electrode contacts the concave portion of the grid assembly. Then place the grid (G38) 
on the supporting electrode. When placing the grid (G38), carefully attach it to the 
electrode so that it exactly contacts the wall of the electrode, and then loosen the bolts 
(G45). If the supporting electrode (G39) is not attached properly (displace from the correct 
position), this might break the filament and deteriorate the beam shape. So, properly 
attach it. 

4. Install the filament. While lightly holding down the head of the filament, push the leg of 
the filament into the electrode along the V groove. 

5. When the filament reaches the deepest position of the grid assembly, fasten it by turning 
the bolts (G45) alternately while keeping its position. 

6. Insert the grid assembly into its proper position (Fig. 12) and fasten it using two bolts 
(G45). Return the scan-coil case to its original position and fasten it using two bolts (G56) 
(Fig. 11). Putting the evaporation-preventing cover (G22, G21) completes the assembling of 
the grid assembly. 
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The distance between the filament a
source. When you install the filament, 
bottom of the grid assembly along the
supports (G41) and the insulator (G40)
After replacing the filament, when you
procedure in (1) in “Ⅳ Operation.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(3) Other cleaning 
If the electron-beam source chamber (s

contaminated, remove the entire grid asse
the grid assembly unit, follow the procedu
1. Remove the covers (G22, G21) (Fig. 18).
2. Remove the bolts (G56, G58) and remov

(Fig. 19). 
 

G28 G22 G21

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 
 
 
Fig.18       
Caution 
nd the anode is important for the electron beam 
make sure that the leg of the filament contacts the 
 V groove, by viewing it from the gap between the 
. 
 use it for the first time, degas it according to the 

G39

 
 
 
Fig. 17 

urroundings of the grid assembly) becomes badly 
mbly unit and clean it. To remove and disassemble 
res below. 
 
e the scan coil case in the direction of the arrow (→) 

G58 G56 Scan coil case

           Fig.19 
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3. Remove the lead plate cover (G23) (Fig. 20). 
4. Disconnect the lead plate (G43) and the high voltage wire. 

G45 G43G23 G28

5. Remove the bolt (G45), and then remove the lead plate (G43) (Fig. 21). 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 20                 Fig. 21 

 
6. Remove the two bolts (G45) and extract the entire grid assembly unit (Fig. 22). 
7. Remove the grid assembly and the anode (G42) (Fig. 23). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 22                Fig. 23  

G45 Grid assembly unit
G45

G45

G42

Grid assembly
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8. Remove the bolts (G45) at the base (G32) side, and then remove the holders (G34, G35) 

(Fig. 24). 

G35 G34

G45

G33

G32

G45

9. Remove the bolts (G45) at the insulator (G33) side, and separate the insulator (G33) from 
the base (G32) (Fig. 24). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 24 

 
When you clean the grid assembly unit, especially polish the following parts. 
Lead plate (G43) 
In particular, thoroughly polish the part that connects to the crimped terminal and the part 
that contacts the holder, so that a contact resistance does not increase. Also polish the part 
where the lead plate of the holder contacts. 
 
Holder (G34,G35) cylindrical-part side surface 
To prevent a discharge, especially polish the part near the anode. 
 
Holder (G34, G35) upper part 
Thoroughly polish the part where the grid assembly is mounted, so that a contact resistance 
does not increase. 
 
Insulator (G33) 
To prevent a discharge, polish it if it is badly contaminated. 
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When you assemble the grid assembly unit, use steps 1 to 9 in “(3) Other cleaning” in 
reverse. Restore all components to the original state. In particular, exercise extreme care as 
explained below. 
 

  
To prevent the grid assembly from bein
reversed, a pin is attached to one hold
holders (G34, G35) to the base, referring
on the right seen from arrow A. Whereas,
as seen from arrow A. 

 

A 

 

Fig. 25 Grid as
 
High-voltage feedthrough terminals 

If the insulator and the aluminum c
(BS-63050HV25GA) are contaminated, cle
remove the bolts of the high-voltage feedthr
one wrench, the insulator section of the fee

 
Annealing 

After cleaning, in advance of generating 
Turn on only the filament switch on the o
200 mA using the emission current meter
degassing.  

 

  Caution
g mistakenly installed with its front and back 
er (G34). After cleaning, when you fasten the 
 to Fig. 25, install the holder with the pin (G34) 
 install the holder without a pin (G35) on the left 

 

G35

G34

PIN 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

sembly unit (top view) 

ap of the high-voltage feedthrough terminals 
an these parts. Note that, when you fasten or 
ough terminals, use two wrenches. If you use only 
dthrough terminals might break. 

the electron beam, you have to degas the filament. 
peration panel, increase the current gradually to 
, and then keep this status for three minutes for 
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〔Ⅵ〕Other 

 
1) If you use the beam source at around the maximum beam output, it needs at least 

5L/min of cooling water. Since the pressure difference between the faucet and the 
drain is about 0.15 MPa, when you want to run the water at this rate, use a 
cooling-water pipe with a sufficient diameter. 

 
2) When you operate the heater for the evaporant, the electron beam source also 

becomes considerably hot. So, run the cooling water for the beam source 
simultaneously with the operation of the substrate heater. If you do not run the water, 
the deflector coils and the beam scan coils might burn. 

 
3) When you replace the filament for the first time, pass the M4 tap through the 

screw where the filament-fastening bolt is screwed, and remove the burnt 
portion. If the filament-fastening bolt does not work smoothly after this removal, 
pass the tap again as soon as possible. 
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〔Ⅶ〕Parts Configuration 

 
The maintenance parts (consumable parts and replacement parts) for this electron beam 

source are as follows.  
When you order maintenance parts, specify the part name, the standard (part number) and 

the quantity of each part. 
 ※ The replacement schedule is for reference only. Parts may require replacement at 

other times, depending on the conditions of operating the electron beam source. 
 

The filament and the supporting electrode (G39 grid) are consumable parts. Also, 
replace the high-voltage wires inside the chamber (copper wires from the high-voltage 
feedthrough terminals to the electron beam source) once a year. 
 
 If you have to replace the deflector coils or the scan coils, or if you removed the 
permanent magnet from the copper block in the basic unit for cleaning, consult JEOL 
Ltd. or JEOL DATUM LTD. 
 

For the parts other than the maintenance parts, consult with JEOL Ltd. or JEOL 
DATUM LTD. 
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BEAM SOURCE 
No. Name Quantity Specifications Remarks Recommended Replacement

G1 Block 1 801829542   

G2 Plug 6 820372277   

G3 Pipe with Flange 1 812537475   

G4 Flange 1 820365262   

G5 Block 1 820365327   

G6 Yoke 1 812537505   

G7 Yoke 1 812537513   

G8 Base 1 820365297   

G9 Base 1 820365289   

G13 Pole Piece 2 820365319  3 years 

G14 Pole Piece 1 820337145   

G15 Pole Piece 1 820337200   

G17 Pole Piece 2 820365271   

G18 Pipe Fitting 2 801313082   

G19 Nut 2 801242916   

G20 Cover 1 820365254  1 year 

G21 Cover 1 812537521  1 year 

G22 Cover 1 820375098   

G23 Cover 1 812538587   

G25 Tube 0.3m 430004818 Length Specified 

G26 O-ring 10 406017476 P12 2 years 

G27 O-ring 2 406000387 P32 2 years 

G28 Hexagon Socket Head Bolt 51 411002481 M4×8  

G29 Hexagon Socket Head Bolt 2 411002813 M4×15  

G30 Hexagon Socket Head Bolt 4 411000209 M5×15  

G31 Hexagon Socket Head Bolt 4 409005100 M3×5  
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Fig.26 
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Grid Assembly Unit 
No. Name Quantity Specifications Remarks Recommended Replacement

G32 Base 1 812537211   

G33 Insulator 2 812233182  2 years 

G34 Holder 1 812537203  2 years 

G35 Holder 1 812537220  2 years 

G36 Holder 1 812537238  2 years 

G37 Holder 1 812537246  2 years 

G38 Grid 1 820336408  2 years 

G39 Grid 1 820338443 Consumable Parts 

G40 Insulator 1 820364771  2 years 

G41 Support 2 820364789  2 years 

G42 Anode 1 820364797  2 years 

G43 Lead Plate 2 820336441  3 years 

G44 Filament 1 812180313 Consumable Parts 

G45 Hexagon Socket Head Bolt 30 411002481 M4×8  

G46 Spring Washer 2 412001683 M4  

G47 Washer 2 412003821 M4  
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Fig.27 
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SCANNING COIL 

No. Name Quantity Specifications Remarks Recommended Replacement

G48 Coil 1 864967578   

G49 Cover 1 820364835   

G50 Case 1 812537301   

G51 Cover 1 820364843   

G52 Insulator 2 802164340   

G53 Connector 1 820254088   

G54 Hexagon Socket Head Bolt 4 411003666 M3×6  

G55 Hexagon Socket Head Bolt 4 411002481 M4×8  

G56 Hexagon Socket Head Bolt 2 411003640 M4×25  

G57 Phillips Flathead Screw 4 409008800 M4×8  

G58 Phillips Pan-Head Screw 2 409004251 M4×8  

G59 Hexagon Socket Set Bolt 2 409005100 M3×5  

G60 Hexagon Socket Set Bolt 6 409012777 M3×12  

G61 Hexagon nut 12 412001560 M3  

G62 Spring Washer 16 412001390 M3  

G63 Washer 12 412003813 M3  

G64 Snap Ring E-type 1 414001800 8  17.4PH  

G65 Crimping Terminal 6 416000266 R1.25-3  
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Fig.28 
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